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Records as Artefacts
“There seemed to be universal requirements for
goals to be measurable and for data to
document progress. As a result many people
who created the plans learned how to write
goals that were measurable but not meaningful.
Value goals such as ‘one community outing
weekly of his choosing’ were met by activities
like going through the drive-through window at
a fast-food restaurant.” ” (p.383)

“a label of ID is sometimes
a passport to poorer living
conditions”
(European Intellectual Disability Research Network,
2003, p.3)
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Deciding What Counts
Some people’s ways of communicating leave the
important people in their lives unable to hear their
views about a life that would make sense. These other
people have little choice but to create a story with a
valued and central role for the person, whose
preferences remain ambiguous. Then, these people
make adjustments based on the person’s responses to
the real settings and experiences that resulted
(O’Brien, 2002, p.412)

The place of people with intellectual
disability needs to be recast. Their
rightful place is not as mere recipients
of policy and practice, but as
determinants and recipients. Their
authority in recognising and reporting
abuse and neglect in their lives needs
to be accorded the respect it deserves.
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What PBS Can Bring to the Party
• Better service commissioning
• engaging with managerialism
• upstream solutions
• Practice leadership
• showing, growing
• Service design expertise
• functional assessment of ego-cologies
• Data and Story
• numbers and faces
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